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USPA NEWS - The JEC Company was created in December 1996 as a subsidiary of CPC, The Center for Promotion of Composites,
a non-profit association. In a global composites market that grows at 6% per annum, Asia already counts for nearly 50% of the world
production in volume...

The JEC Company was created in December 1996 as a subsidiary of CPC, The Center for Promotion of Composites, a non-profit
association. In a global composites market that grows at 6% per annum, Asia already counts for nearly 50% of the world production in
volume. This reflects the major place that holds the region in the worldwide market and the growing interest from local participant as
well as visitors and exhibitors from western countries.

JEC Asia Composites Show and Conferences is the only event in the Asia-Pacific region able to bring all the major players in the
global composites industry value chain together.

Main Objectives of the event :

- Meet with all the composites value chain representatives: raw materials, research and software, intermediate products, equipment,
manufacturers and above all, end-users
- Exchange with potential international partners and/or buyers in a high-quality business environment (Business meetings,
Conferences, etc.)
- Discover the latest composites innovations through the JEC Innovation Awards Program, Innovation Corner and Live Demo Zone
- Benefit from huge sales potential and a highly innovating market

VISITORS PROFILES
5,200 visits, 48 nationalities represented, 33% from Singapore

2013 Visitors from the Asia-Pacific region:
- 9% U.S.A.
- 12% Europe
- 75% Asia-Pacific (Singapore, Malaysia, China, Republic of Korea, Japan)
- 4% rest of the world

EXHIBITORS PROFILES
300 participating companies, 49 countries represented, 40 useful contacts per exhibitor (on average)

Exhibitors in 2013:
- 6% U.S.A.
- 40% Europe
- 54% Asia (China, Singapore, Malaysia, India, Republic of Korea, Japan)

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-5423/jec-asia-composites-show-and-conferences-in-singapore.html
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